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Advice Advise
(an opinion) (recommend)

He took my advice and
bought the car.

I advised him to buy the
car.

Breath Breathe
(noun) (verb)

Shekhar breathed his last breath on Friday.

Login Log in
(a username and password
to enter a computer,
program)

Stationary Stationery
(not moving) (writing materials)

The car collided with a
stationary vehicle.

Ken pulled out a piece of
stationery and wrote a quick
letter.

I forgot my login and had
to get an email reminder.

This is the fourth time I am
trying to log in.

(to enter a computer,
program, or website.)
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Capital
(the seat of the
government, or money)

Capitol
(actual building where the
government sits)

Complement Compliment
(noun) (verb)

I would like to visit the Capitol in the capital of India.

Her jewellery was a nice
complement to her saree.

He complimented her on
her attire

Emigrate Immigrate
(verb) (verb)

Her father emigrated from
Sri Lanka.

Her mother immigrated to
India.



She decided to wear a
historical costume for the
party.

My brother is into rock
music.

He just sat in to audit the
meeting.

I think the place is farther
away.

I think you are moving
further away from me.

Further
(physical distance)

Farther
(metaphorical distance)

Historic Historical
(momentous) (used in the past)

What a historic match!

Into In To
(inside) (in & to placed together)



Login Log in
(a username and password
to enter a computer,
program)

Stationary Stationery
(not moving) (writing materials)

The car collided with a
stationary vehicle.

Ken pulled out a piece of
stationery and wrote a quick
letter.

I forgot my login and had
to get an email reminder.

This is the fourth time I am
trying to log in.

(to enter a computer,
program, or website.)



 I can not do this. It is
against my principles.

My brother is into rock
music.

He just sat in to audit the
meeting.

How did you lose your
watch?

The dress is too loose on
you.

Loose
(not tight)

Lose
(to fail to win)

Principal Principle
(a person in charge of an
organization)

(firmly-held belief)

The principal wants to
meet you.

Into In to
(inside) (in & to placed together)
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He reverted to his native
language.

I like to watch the snow
fall.

Stop looking at my diary.

Jim Carrey’s ability to
improvise onstage is
second to none.

I have started watching
French movies to
improve my French.

Improve
(become better)

Improvise
(doing a task without 
 preparation)

Reply Revert
(a written or oral
response)

(to go back to)

I will reply to your email.

Watch Look
(observe ) (see)



Please lay the luggage
down on the table for now.

That was a lot to digest
for me.

 I have allotted the seats to
the students for tomorrow’s
examination.

The puppy’s cuteness
figuratively melted
everyone around it.

It’s 40 degrees here and
I’m literally melting!

Literally
(real manner)

Figuratively
(indicate a departure,
metaphorically)

Lie Lay
(position or to make an
untrue statement  )

(to put or set something
down)

Please lie down on the
bed; you don’t look too
well.

A Lot Allot
(excess of something) (to give something to

someone)



The sati system was
altogether abolished in
1829.

Put your clothes all
together in a pile.

All together
(everyone together)

Altogether
(completely)



Word Pronounciation

Pronunciation pruh·nuhn·see·ei·shn

as·muh

uhg·za·juh·reit

 

 deh·fi·nuht·lee

 

 peet·saa

venz·dei

 

 stuh·muhk

zoo·aw·loh·gee

 

 buh·ree

Asthma 

Exaggerate

 
Definitely

Pizza

Wednesday

Stomach

Zoology

Bury
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Word Pronounciation

Jewellery jool·ree

mis·chuh·vuhs

muh·tee·ree·uhl

 

 bawm

 

 brek·fuhst

kuh·pa·suh·tee

 

 kuh·mee·dee·uhn

 

 kyoo·kuhm·buh

 

 draaft

Mischievous

Material

Bomb

Breakfast

Capacity

Comedian 

Cucumber

Draught



Word Pronounciation

Faux Pas foh pah

hoh·rai·znHorizon



Education Vocabulary

Pedagogy: The method and practice of

teaching.

Chapter 4

Curriculum: The subjects comprising a

course of study in a school or college.

Asynchronous Learning: Methods of

education or instruction that enable

learners to access materials, content, and

resources at their own pace and schedule.

Synchronous Learning: Methods of

education or instruction that require the

teacher/instructor and the student/learner

to interact in real time.



Education Vocabulary

Design Thinking: A design approach that

focuses on understanding the end user of a

product and solving the problems and

challenges that could be encountered by

the user to design a product.

Virtual Learning Environment: A

platform used for delivering learning

materials to students via the web.

Adaptive Learning: Responsive

educational experiences that adapt to

individual students’ levels thereby

providing a customised experience.



Education Vocabulary

Blended Learning: A style of education

that combines online and in-learning

modes of teaching and learning.

Learning Management System (LMS):

Software tools and platforms that enable

educational institutions to administer and

manage various aspects of educational

instruction and assessment.

Flipped Classroom: A type of blended

learning in which students are introduced

to content at home and practice working

through it at school.



Education Vocabulary

Differentiated Learning: Instruction that

is tailored or customised to meet individual

learners’ needs, preferences, and goals.

Individualized Learning: Instruction that

allows individual learners to progress

through the curriculum at their own pace.

Personalized Learning: Learning that is

customized to the preferences and

interests of students combined with

instruction that is paced to students’

unique needs

Deep Learning: A type of learning that

allows a student to take what's learned in

one situation and apply it to another.



Education Vocabulary

Public Domain: Content, assets, and

resources that are available to the public

for use in any form without any legal

restrictions or copyrights attached to them.

Open Educational Resources: Resources

such as digital assets that are accessible

for use by anyone for teaching, learning,

and assessing.

STEM: A learning approach that

integrates the areas of Science,

Technology, Engineering and

Mathematics. 



Education Vocabulary

Play-Based Learning: A type of early

childhood education that places

importance on children learning through

active play..

HOTS: Higher Order Thinking Skills (also

called high order thinking) refers to skills

that require deeper cognitive application

or thinking.

Multiple Intelligences: A theory that

proposes that humans have several types

of intelligences or ways of processing

information rather than just one type.

Individuals can have any combination of

eight intelligences.



Bark

 Meaning 1: tough protective covering of the

woody stems and roots of trees and other

woody plants

Example: The bark of this tree is very rough.

Meaning 2: the sharp explosive cry of a dog,

fox, or seal.

Example: Dogs that bark a lot usually aren't

dangerous.

1.
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    2. Before

Meaning 1: during the period preceding a

particular event or time

Example: Have we met before?

Meaning 2: in front of someone or something

Example:  I couldn't see the blackboard 

because Arya was standing before me.



    3. Either

Meaning 1:  one or the other of two people or

things

Example: Either come in or go out.

Meaning 2: used to indicate similarity or link

with a statement just made

Example: I couldn't sleep either.



    4. Current

Meaning 1: occurring in or belonging to the

present time

Example: I can't keep up with the current

fashion.

Meaning 2: a flow of electricity through a

conductor

Example: The wire carried a high current.



    5. Pool

Meaning 1: an excavation that is (usually) filled

with water

Example: She went for a dip in a pool.

Meaning 2: combine into a common fund

Example: The kids pooled their money to buy

their parents a wedding anniversary gift.



    6. Crane

Meaning 1: a large tall wading bird with a

long neck, bill, and legs

Example: Cranes are big beautiful birds.

Meaning 2: a machine with a swinging arm

for lifting and carrying heavyweights

Example: The crane collapsed during an

operation to increase its height.



    7. Bolt

Meaning 1: a lightning strike

Example: The sky was suddenly lit up by a

bolt of lightning.

Meaning 2: a wood or metal bar or rod used

to fasten a door

Example: The door was bolted shut and we

couldn't get in.



    8. Blue

Meaning 1: of the color intermediate between

green and violet; having a color similar to

that of a clear unclouded sky

Example: There's a nice blue sky today.

Meaning 2: (of a person or mood)

melancholy, sad, or depressed

Example: She felt blue.



    9. Charge

Meaning 1: a price asked for goods or

services

Example: Don't forget to charge Rs. 5 extra

for a paper bag. 

Meaning 2: an accusation, typically one

formally made against a prisoner brought to

trial

Example: I won't press charges against you.



    10. Bear

Meaning 1: have

Example: The tree wouldn't bear fruit. 

Meaning 2: put up with something or

somebody unpleasant

Example: I cannot bear this heat!



1. To, Two, Too

To - used in the infinitive form of a verb

Example: “to walk” and also to mean

“towards”.

Too - More than is needed or wanted; more

than is suitable or enough.

Example: There were too many people for

such a small room.

Two – The number 2

Example: We met two days ago.
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2. Raise, Rays, Raze, Réis

Raise - To lift something up

Example: Would all those in favour please

raise their hands?

Rays - Narrow beams of light, heat, etc.

travelling in a straight line from their place of

origin

Example: Light rays bend as they pass from

air to water.

Raze – to knock something down

Example: The town was razed to the ground in

the bombing raid.



2. Raise, Rays, Raze, Réis

Réis – plural of real,the currency of Portugal

until 1911; A chief, person with authority

Example: The reis was the secretary-general

of the diwan, and in more modern times

became the minister for foreign affairs.



3. Allowed, Aloud

Allowed - let (someone) have or do something

Example: Smoking is allowed here.

Aloud - in a loud manner, loudly

Example: The pain made him cry aloud.



4. There, Their, They’re

There - The opposite of ‘here’; also means ‘at

that place’.

Example: The auditorium is over there.

Their - Indicates possession (of something) by

more than one person; belongs to them

Example: Their stuff has been moved from

this room.

They’re - Contraction of “they are” or “they

were”

Example: They’re not here, they just left.



5. Altar, Alter

Altar - A type of table used in ceremonies in a

Christian church or in other religious buildings

Example: The bride left the groom standing at

the altar.

Alter - To change something, usually slightly,

or to cause the characteristics of something to

change

Example: The plans have been altered.



6. Sax, Sacks, Sacs

Sax - A saxophone.

Example: He plays the sax beautifully.

Sacks - To put in or as if in a sack.

Example: They are then used as coal sacks.

Sacs - Plural form of sac. Sac is a hollow,

flexible structure resembling a bag or pouch.

Example: Special sacs developed from the

intersegmental septa lodge the developing

ova and sperm.



7. Die, Dye

Die - Stop living, to pass out of existence

Dye - A natural or synthetic substance used to

add a colour to or change the colour of

something.

Example: If you accidentally drank a bottle of

fabric dye, you might die.



8. Sell, Cell

Cell - A small room in which a prisoner is

locked up, the smallest structural and

functional unit of an organism

Sell - To give something to someone else in

return for money

Example: If you sell drugs, you will get

arrested and end up in a prison cell.



9. Tail, Tale

Tail - A part of an animal's body, sticking out

from the base of the back, or something

similar in shape or position.

Example: The dog wagged his tail on seeing

his master.

Tale - A story, especially one that might be

invented or difficult to believe

Example: She concocted a tale about missing

the bus to explain her lateness.



10. Bean, Been

Bean - A seed, or the pod containing seeds, of

various climbing plants

Example: The beans will only germinate if the

temperature is warm enough.

Been - Used to mean "visited" or "travelled"

Example: I have never been to Africa.



1. Close

Meaning: Being near in space or time

Example: Sneha was so close to achieving

her career goals.

Meaning: Seal up, shut off 

Example: The shop closes at 10 PM so hurry

up!
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2. Bat

Meaning: A flying nocturnal mammal 

Example: Most people find it weird but I have

a pet bat.

Meaning: An implement with a handle and a

solid surface, typically of wood, used for

hitting the ball in games such as cricket,

baseball, and table tennis. 

Example: My dad got me a new bat; I expect to

hit a lot more sixes now!



3. Bow

Meaning: A weapon for shooting arrows,

typically made of a curved piece of wood

joined at both ends by a taut string.

Example: The weapons of the stone age man

were the bow and arrow and stones.

Meaning: To incline the body or head or bend

the knee in greeting, consent, courtesy,

acknowledgment, submission, or veneration.

Example: The warrior offered a low bow to his

master before hurrying away.



4. Fly

Meaning: To move in or pass through the air

with wings

Example: Flightless birds are birds which

cannot fly. They rely on their ability to run or

swim, and have evolved from their flying

ancestors.

Meaning: To fade and disappear

Example: As the rays of the morning sun hit

the mist, it appeared to fly away.



5. Pupil

Meaning: A student

Example: The next day, every pupil except

one had written a composition.

Meaning: The contractile aperture in the iris

of the eye

Example: My pupils get dilated when I take

my blood pressure medicines.



6. Compound

Meaning: To put together (parts) so as to form

a whole

Example: The thick sauce compounded from

chilies, garlic, and ginger smelled heavenly.

Meaning: A distinct substance formed by the

chemical union of two or more ingredients in

definite proportion by weight

Example: A new antibiotic compound for the

COVID vaccine has been developed, much to

the happiness of the country.



7. Desert

Meaning: Desert is a dry, hot, sandy, usually

barren and uninhabited area

Example: The largest desert on earth is the

Antarctic desert, covering the continent of

Antarctica with a size of around 5.5 million

square miles.

Meaning: To leave or abandon someone or

something

Example: My partner deserted me in the

middle of the game and I lost.



8. Fine

Meaning: Money charged to a person for

doing something wrong, such as breaking the

speed limit

Example: Sara got fined for speeding; it

wouldn’t be the last time.

Meaning: Very thin or in very small pieces or

drops

Example: The eruption had covered the town

with a fine layer of ash.



9. Wound

Meaning: To injure or harm someone either

physically or emotionally

Example: The knife wound took a long time to

heal.

Meaning: An injury or hurt to a person's

feelings or reputation

Example: I was deeply wounded after

knowing the news of the demise of my uncle.



10. Date

Meaning: The day of the month or year as

specified by a number

Example: What’s the date today?

Meaning: A social or romantic appointment or

engagement

Example: I have a date with Anita today!



1. Dust

To sprinkle (something) with fine particles

Example: Dusting iced sugar on pancakes is

my favorite part of making pancakes.

To remove fine particles (from something)

Example: I have dusted the living room using

the new dry cleaner and it looks immaculate

now.
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2. Bolt

To secure; A bar that slides into a socket to

fasten a door or window.

Example: Ensure that you bolt the door

securely before going to sleep.

To flee; To move very fast, especially as a

result of being frightened.

Example: Frightened by the car horn, the

horse bolted.



3. To enjoin

To command; To direct or impose by

authoritative order or with urgent admonition

Example: The PM is expected to enjoin the

Ministry of Education to implement the new

policy soon.

To prohibit or forbid; To prohibit by a judicial

order; put an injunction on

Example: The prosecutor’s office hopes the

court will enjoin the city from enforcing the

law.



4. Hold up

To support; To support someone or something

so that they do not fall down

Example: There are two large wooden

supports that hold up the roof.

Impede; Delay or block the movement or

progress of someone or something

Example: Work is yet to start because of

hold-ups in obtaining planning permission.



5. Cleave

To adhere; To hold on (to something) firmly

and closely or loyally and unwaveringly

Example: People in the remote mountain

villages still cleave to their old traditions.

Separate; To separate into distinct parts

Example: The political party was cleaved by

internal bickering.



6. Put out

Extinguish something that is burning

Example: A downpour of rain put out the

children's bonfire.

Generate; ;ay something out ready for use

Example: During this lockdown, the food put

out by you for stray dogs can save them. In

fact, it could be their only sustenance.



7. Sanction

To permit; To give approval or permission,

especially formal or legal

Example: The conference gave its official

sanction to the change of policy.

To prohibit; An official order, such as the

stopping of trade, that is taken against a

country in order to make it obey international

law

Example: The UN has imposed punitive

sanctions on the invading country.



8. Clip

To fasten; To clasp or secure with an

implement

Example: Diya was looking for a stapler to

clip the letters together.

Detach; To cut or cut off with

Example: I'm going to clip the hedge this

weekend.



9. Give out

To provide; To distribute

Example: Most aspiring actors give out cards

with their own or the agency's phone number

on it.

To breakdown or fail; To stop because of lack

of supply

Example: My money was beginning to give

out and there were no jobs to be found.



10. Overlook

To supervise; To watch or organize a job or an

activity to make certain that it is being done

correctly

Example: The teacher will overlook the

students' behavior on the field trip.

To neglect; To fail to notice or consider

something or someone

Example: I am prepared to overlook her

mistakes this time but not the next time.



Words related to the sound of water 

1. Dribble

Flowing in drops; rhythmic striking of a ball

against a hard surface

Example: I could hear the dribble of the

basketball from court 1; Poonam was

obviously practicing early.

2. Drip

The sound of a liquid falling drop by drop

Example: All I could hear was the drip of the

rain from the roof.
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Words related to the sound of water 

3. Drizzle

Very light rain

Example: The drizzle of the rain gave a

dreamy and ethereal feeling to the resort.

4. Splash

The sound of made by something falling into

or striking water

Example: Ramesh fell into the pond with a

mighty splash!



Words related to the sound of water 

5. Spray

A dispenser that turns a liquid (such as

perfume) into a fine mist

Example: You can almost hear the spray

from the waterfall!



Words that indicate vocal utterances 

1. Ahem

A sound made especially to attract attention

or to express disapproval or embarrassment.

Example: Professor Geetha: “Shall I, ahem,

leave you and the blackboard alone for a

moment?”

2. Belch

A reflex that expels wind noisily from the

stomach through the mouth.

Example: Anuj must have eaten a sumptuous

lunch; his belching sounds very contented!



Words that indicate vocal utterances 

3. Grunt

The short low gruff noise of the kind made by

hogs.

Example: He gave a non-committal grunt in

reply.

4. Groan

An utterance expressing pain or disapproval

Example: Richard's jokes make you groan

rather than laugh.



Words that indicate vocal utterances 

5. Squeal

Utter a high-pitched cry

Example: The children squealed with delight

when the pizza arrived.



Words that indicate sounds made by objects 

1. Bang

A vigorous blow

Example: Residents heard an enormous bang

as a safety valve on the boiler failed.

2. Clang

A loud resonant, repeated noise

Example: Cowbells clanged across the

endless green fields.



Words that indicate sounds made by objects 

3. Clatter

A rattling noise (often produced by rapid

movement)

Example: The pans in the kitchen clattered as

they crashed to the floor.

4. Ding

A ringing sound

Example: The trolley came by, dinging noisily.



Words that indicate sounds made by objects 

5. Crunch

Press or grind with a crunching noise

Example: She heard the crunch of tires on the

gravel driveway right before the accident.

.



Words related to the sounds made by air 

1. Swish

A brushing or rustling sound

Example: With a swish of the curtains, the

stage was revealed.

2. Whizz

Move along very quickly

Example: The bullet whizzed by, missing the

fugitive by barely an inch.



Words related to the sounds made by air 

3. Swoosh

Move with or cause to move with a whistling

or hissing sound

Example: A bullet swooshed over my head.

4. Whip

A quick blow delivered with a whip or

whiplike object and the sound made during

such an action

Example: The whip whistled as it moved to

strike the horse. 



Words related to the sounds made by air 

5. Whoosh

The noise produced by the sudden rush of a

fluid (a gas or liquid)

Example: The train sped through the station

with a whoosh.



Words that indicate animal sounds 

1. Hee-Haw

Braying that is characteristic of donkeys;

laughing loudly or harshly

Example: While the Americans write the

donkeys' braying sound as ‘hee-haw’, the

British use ‘eeyore’.

2. Chortle

A soft, partly-suppressed laugh

Example: As the teacher listened to the little

boy's excuse for forgetting homework, he

started to chortle in amusement.



Words that indicate animal sounds 

3. Warble

Sing by changing register; sing by yodeling

Example: Was that you I heard warbling in

the bathroom this morning? You sing well!

4. Cheep

The short weak cry of a young bird

Example: We heard the birds cheeping as

their mother fed them.



Words that indicate animal sounds 

5. Purr

A low vibrating sound typical of a contented

cat

Example: While purring is not always a sure-

fire sign of a cheerful cat, for the most part, it

can be an indication of feline contentment or

even bliss.



1. As cute as a kitten

Just picture a wide-eyed, round-bellied, soft,

stumbling kitten. That adorable, helpless little

thing! Kittens most certainly trigger cute

reflexes among humans. Basically, when you

want to call someone cute, you can compare

them to someone or something that people

generally consider cute.

Example: My nephew in his birthday outfit

looked as cute as a kitten. Orange really is his

colour!
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2. As tough as nails

This means being strong, stubborn or

determined. This simile can be used both

positively and negatively. When used as a

compliment, it means that a person can

handle any problem and keep enduring.

When used as an insult, it can mean that a

person is unfeeling, cold, or harsh.

Example: She's as tough as nails - exactly

what we need on our football team.



3. Dead as a doornail

The term ‘dead as a doornail’ was used in the

1500s by William Shakespeare, and in

Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol in 1843.

Back in the day, doornails were hammered

into a door by clenching them. When a nail

has been clenched, it has been dead nailed,

and is not easily resurrected to use again. So,

this term is used to indicate being

unquestionably or certainly dead.

Example: Times are bad; the market is dead

as a doornail.



4. Smart as a whip

This simile alludes to the sharp crack of a

whip which is used to indicate being bright,

clever and alert. In the days of horse-drawn

vehicles, one kept the horses going by flicking

or cracking a whip near the animal and that

resulted in a quick reflex of the horse getting

alert and going faster. The expression must

have arisen from this.

Example: Everybody says Tony is smart as a

whip and also good with people. Those are

the things that make a good manager and he

is a great manager.



5. Hurts like the devil

This means pain of great intensity.

Example: Earlier I stubbed my pinky toe on

the chair and man, it hurt like the devil!



6. Slept like a log

Logs are immobile and difficult to move, just

like someone who is sleeping very soundly.

Thus, this simile is used to indicate a good

sleep. The simile ‘slept like a baby’ is also used

to indicate the same. While babies don’t sleep

deeply, they do sleep untroubled and

peacefully, something we all wish for.

Example: After a good south Indian meal, I

always sleep like a log. I think it's the rice that

makes me so sleepy.



7. Happy as a clam

As open clams give the appearance of

smiling, this term is used to describe

happiness. The fuller version of the phrase is

'as happy as a clam at high water'. Hide tide

is when clams are free from the attention of

predators. Thus, the happiest time for clams is

during high tide or high water. However, the

expanded version of the simile is rarely used

compared to the shorter version.

Example: Sharath is happy as a clam now

that he has been shortlisted for the college’s

cricket team.



8. Clean as a whistle

This simile has three different meanings. The

meaning depends on the context in which it is

used. It is used to indicate something being

extremely clean (like a brand-new whistle),

something that is very clear, direct and easy

to understand (like the sound of a whistle),

and a person who is extremely honest, ethical,

or free of any guilt or wrongdoing.

Example: Rahul is so clean and organised.

His apartment is as clean as a whistle!



9. Like watching paint dry

This indicates (having to do) something dull,

boring or tedious. It’s not interesting at all to

watch paint dry, is it? 

Example: That movie was so slow and the

plot so bad... It was like watching paint dry!



10. White as a ghost

This means extremely and unnaturally pale,

either due to fear or illness. One can also use

the similes ‘white as a sheet’ or ‘pale as a

ghost’ to mean the same.

Example: My diabetic grandfather went

white as a ghost when he was caught by mom

in the middle of the night bingeing on laddus.




